BagButton Launches New Retail
Web Sites
February 26, 2013
South Bend, WA. (RPRN)
02/26/13 — Making Space Bags
for 10 cents or less. Why are
people paying so much money for
vacuum storage bags when they
have the original space saver
bags at home already? With the
BagButton you can use ordinary
plastic bags for Vacuum Storage
Space Bags; 10 cents or less
Bags, making Space Bags for 10
cents or less. BagButton is the world leader in economical Space Bag
solutions.

BagButton features the construction of two new retail web sites for the New
Year, www.bag-button.com and www.bagbutton.com .With the consumer in
mind the new web-sites are designed to be more user friendly including the
use of online streaming video services for BagButton’s commercials and
demonstrations so the customers will not be waiting for a download. This will
be a big advantage for both mobile and desktop computers.

Larry Storey, Inventor, President and Owner of the BagButton was quoted as
saying “We have made organization affordable with our economical
strategies for clearing the clutter from closets, kitchens, bathrooms,
bedrooms, and more, plus sales have been good and the consumer can go
to either site to make a purchase but we are making changes daily to both
sites with the hopes that Google will not label them as duplicate sites. Both
mobile and desktop consumers will find the sites very easy to traverse but
with another thought in mind we have constructed www.bagbutton.com as
our main site for Google ranking and www.bag-button.com as a Ginny Pig or
testing site to implement the new Google SEO advice. Like so many others
we have had our share of ups and downs concerning Google ranking and we
hope to utilize one site for changes (good or bad) and then implement the
good SEO advice to our main site with the hopes of obtaining a higher
Google ranking and keeping sales consistent”. “But if the Mayans have there
way the World will end soon and we won’t have to worry about any of this”.
BagButton is manufactured, packaged and shipped from the United States of
America. BagButton the Company has been in business since 1998 and
started selling on line in 2004. The Company is always looking for
distributors World Wide.
For more information see www.bag-button.com and www.bagbutton.com .
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About the author:
BagButton is the Global leader in economical space saving vacuum storage
bag solutions. BagButton provides the highest quality and most economical
portable vacuum space saving solutions in the World.
The BagButton and all of its legal monopolies including trade secrets are
proprietary to BagButton LLC and are protected by but not limited to Due

process of the applicable state, federal, and intellectual property / trade
secret laws. BagButton LLC retains all rights, title, and interests in the
BagButton, together with all derivative works, manufacturing process,
engineering, modifications, enhancements, and upgrades.
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